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I am a keynote speaker. What is a keynote?
• (Software from Apple)
• ”A keynote in public speaking is a talk that establishes a main
underlying theme.” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keynote
• Key – in music 🎼
• Note – in music 🎵
• The term key note comes from the practice of a cappella, such
as doo-wop or barbershop singers, playing a note before singing. The
note played determines the key in which the song will be performed
• Keynotes: Underlying themes are Ocean Literacy, Systems and
Complexity, Evolution, Nature Harmony, Digital and Meta, and AMEA
Actions to 2030

Inscription Etched by Water by Pak Tu-Jin

River of Life,
River of Hope,
by Pak Tu-Jin
Translated by
Edward Poitras

One stroke at a time, now and then in spare moments
Retracing the strokes with water
During ten times a hundred thousand years
I wrote
One word.
After a time, once again
Quietly searching out the place, then
My hand exploring gently,
Retracing each stroke,
Passing again ten times a hundred thousand years,
I wrote one word.
In the etched pattern of each stroke gleaned
A gorgeous rainbow,
In the sun’s rays lighting the water
A rainbow in the currents.
Once there were times when I listened,
Inclined my ear to messages, but
Having heard
And afterward, afterward
Recording the inner sense of those words,
Now I find that
After carving a few ancient characters
Year upon year, far too long,
I have completely forgotten
What words I wrote.

NGS 1998 -> Oceans for Life 2002
-> Ocean Literacy 2004

Ocean Literacy Guide version 1 2004-5

https://www.oceanliteracy.net

https://www.oceanliteracy.eu

UN Envoy for the Ocean Peter Thompson
on Ocean Literacy 30 June 2022
• https://vimeo.com/729941655

Who is Peter Tuddenham?
An Englishman from near Washington DC
• 1991 co-founded College of Exploration – co-explore inner and outer worlds,
leadership – environment – technology
• 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro – Presentation on using multimedia
technology to continue the sustainability conversation
• 2002 First online Ocean Literacy Conference with National Geographic created
Oceans for Life guide connecting Geography and Ocean education
• 2004 - 2012 Co-organized Ocean Literacy USA & Scope and Sequence
• 2006 – 2017 Chair, International Committee National Marine Educators Assn
• 2012 presentation at 1st conference on Ocean Literacy in Bruges, Belgium
• 2012 Attended Galway, Ireland for signing Galway Agreement – an ocean
research agreement between USA, Canada, and Europe
• 2015 Co-organized Global Ocean Science Education Workshops in USA, 2016
UNESCO Paris, 2017 UNESCO IOC Venice, 2019 Washington DC
• 2015 Encouraged creation of AMEA – AMEA Board Advisor 2016-present
• 2017 co-organized Ocean Literacy side event at UN Ocean Conference in New
York …launched Ocean Literacy for All.
• 2017-2021 International Society for the Systems Sciences, President 2018-2019
• 2022 spoke on behalf of AMEA at UN Ocean Conference, Lisbon
• https://www.tuddenham.com

College of Exploration – ASIA related
• Ocean Literacy 1995 to present
• Belmont Forum Evaluation of
Coast Card Project
• USA. Philippines, Japan, India,
Norway
• Report Cards – Systems Dynamics
– Social Network Analysis
• Developmental Evaluation

• HMS Challenger Project 150
year anniversary activity 1873
• Australia, New Zealand, Tonga,
Hong Kong, China, New Guinea,
Japan etc

• Support for IPMEN since first
conference and now for 2023
https://www.coexploration.org

Outline of Presentation
• Part 1: Ocean Literacy and AMEA
• Ocean Literacy 2016-2022
• Ocean Literacy Asia 2030 – Harmony Leadership
• Invite and encourage us, AMEA, to take leadership in Global Ocean Literacy
Actions and encourage AMEA participation in next UN Ocean Conference
• Water consciousness –Aquatic, Sea, Ocean, Water in Space, Literacy, all
connected

• Part 2: Systems Science and Management Cybernetics and Ocean Literacy
• A complexity approach to sustainability, transdisciplarity and system change
• Earth and ocean as system, Earth Systems Science and Living Systems theory.
• Wholistic approach and GAIA

• Part 3: AMEA this week and to 2030
• Highlight some of this conference sessions
• Help build/lead evolutionary digitally based Ocean Literacy learning system
• Asia Seas Literacy

Planned
keynote using
Mindjet
https://www.mindjet.com
Map with links is at
https://www.coexplorer.org/amea

Part 1: Ocean Literacy and AMEA
Ocean Literacy 2016-2022
Ocean Literacy Asia 2030 – Harmony Leadership
Invite and encourage us, AMEA, to take leadership in Global Ocean Literacy Actions and
encourage AMEA participation in next UN Ocean Conference
Water consciousness –Aquatic, Sea, Ocean, Water in Space, Literacy, all connected

AMEA
2015-2022
• Formed in
Rhode Island, USA,
2015

• First Conference
in Taiwan
2016

AMEA Membership

2nd conference 2017 Philippines, 3rd conference 2019 China

Ocean Literacy
2016-2022
Ocean Literacy
Asia -2030
Water-Ocean

• Ocean Literacy 2016-2022 review
• Ocean Literacy Asia 2030 – Ocean/Nature Harmony Leadership.
Invite and encourage us, AMEA, to take leadership in Global
Ocean Literacy Actions and encourage AMEA participation in
next UN Ocean Conference
• Water consciousness –Aquatic, Sea, Ocean, Water in Space,
Literacy, all connected

Ocean Literacy 2016-2022 review

https://www.coexploration.org/gose
https://ioc.unesco.org/publications/ocean-literacy-all-toolkit

UNESCO IOC Ocean Literacy Portal
and Publications 2018-2022

UN Ocean Conference Lisbon Portugal
27 June – 1 July 2022
• Many events related to Ocean
Literacy
• Ocean Literacy “Dialogues”
• Training on Ocean Literacy and
Blue Curriculum for Policy Makers
• Blue Charter for Europe Schools
• UN Lisbon Declaration

Ocean Literacy “Dialogues”
Suggestion:
AMEA and IPMEN host and organize
online
Ocean Literacy Dialogues for ASIA Seas
Use dialogue methodologies such as:
1. Structured Dialogic Design
https://21stcenturyagoras.org
2. E-Syntegration
https://www.coexplorer.org/syntegration

UNESCO IOC
https://oceanliteracydialogues.com/

Lisbon Declaration

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/blog/2022/07/dire-stateof-oceans-health-met-with-tide-of-pledges-at-un-ocean-conference-aslisbon-declaration-launches-new-chapter-for-ocean-action/

Lisbon Declaration –
extracts for AMEA attention
• Para 1. “Scaling up ocean action based on science and innovation of Goal
14: stocktaking, partnerships and solutions” Greater ambition is required
at all levels
• Para 2 Our ocean, our future: call for action Goal 14: Conserve and
sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable
development June 2017
• Para 3 the ocean is fundamental to life on our planet and to our future
• Para 4 deeply alarmed by the global emergency facing the ocean
• Para 5 climate change is one of the greatest challenges of our time
• Para 6 the importance of protecting, conserving and restoring ecosystems,
including marine ecosystems, to deliver crucial services, including acting as
sinks and reservoirs of greenhouse gases, reducing vulnerability to climate
change impacts and supporting sustainable livelihoods, including for
indigenous peoples and local communities.
• Para 7 deeply concerned by the findings about cumulative human impacts
on the ocean
• Para 9 devastating impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on the ocean-based
economy and in particular the ocean-based economy of small island
developing States

Lisbon Declaration –
extracts for AMEA attention
• Para 12 We also recognize the importance of the United Nations Decade of
Ocean Science for Sustainable Development (2021-2030) and its vision to
achieve the science we need for the ocean we want.
• Para 13 We stress that science-based and innovative actions and international
cooperation and partnerships based in science, technology and innovation, in
line with the precautionary approach and ecosystem-based approaches, can
contribute to the solutions necessary to overcome challenges in achieving Goal
14 in the following ways:
• a. improving our understanding of the impact of cumulative human activities
on the ocean and anticipating the impacts of planned activities
• d. Preventing, reducing and controlling marine pollution of all kinds, from
both land- and sea- based sources
• e. Preventing, reducing, and eliminating marine plastic litter,
• f.
well-connected Marine Protected Areas, and other effective area-based
conservation measures, integrated coastal zone management and marine
spatial planning, through, inter alia , assessing their multiple ecological, socioeconomic and cultural value and applying the precautionary and ecosystembased approach
• g. Developing and implementing measures to mitigate and adapt to climate
change

Lisbon Declaration –
extracts for AMEA attention
• Para 14 taking the following science-based and innovative actions on an urgent basis,
recognizing that developing countries, in particular small island developing States and least
developed countries, face capacity challenges that need to be addressed:
• a. Strengthen international, regional, sub-regional and national scientific and systematic
observation and data collection efforts
• b. Recognize the important role of indigenous, traditional and local knowledge, innovation
and practices held by indigenous peoples and local communities, as well as the role of social
science in planning, decision-making and implementation,
• c. Enhance cooperation at the global, regional, sub-regional, national and local levels in order
to strengthen mechanisms for collaboration, knowledge-sharing and exchange of best practices
within marine scientific research
• d. Establish effective partnerships, including multi-stakeholder, public-private, cross- sectoral,
interdisciplinary and scientific partnerships, including by incentivizing the sharing of good
practices, giving visibility to well-performing partnerships and creating space for meaningful
interaction and networking and capacity building,
• e. Explore, develop and promote innovative financing solutions
• f.
Empower women and girls, as their full, equal and meaningful participation is key
• g. Ensure that people, especially children and youth, are empowered with relevant
knowledge and skills that enable them to understand the importance of and the need to
contribute to the health of the ocean, including in decision-making, through promoting and
supporting quality education and life-long learning for ocean literacy,
• Para 17 We know that restoring harmony with nature through a healthy, productive, sustainable
and resilient ocean is critical for our planet, our lives and our future. We call upon all
stakeholders to urgently take ambitious and concerted action to accelerate implementation to
achieve Goal 14 as soon as possible without undue delay.

Ocean Literacy Asia 2030 –
Ocean/Nature Harmony Leadership
• Next Generation Ocean
Literacy - Integration of East
and West
thinking/philosophy/action
• Yin Yang 1000s of years
• Rewrite definition
”Appreciate the ocean,
understand its influence on
you and your influence on
the ocean, understand how
we control the ocean and the
ocean controls us”
Image from canstock photo

Ocean Literacy Asia 2030 –
Ocean/Nature Harmony
Leadership

• Next Generation Ocean Literacy - Integration of East
and West thinking/philosophy/action
• Prince Charles – Harmony

Renew/restore reverence for Water
• Water consciousness –Aquatic,
Sea, Ocean, Water in Space,
Literacy, all connected
• Holy sites – e.g. Lourdes
France, Bali religion
• Water consciousness and
carrier and store of
information
• Natural flows
• Viktor Schauberger: A Life of
Learning from Nature
• Fourth Phase of Water
• Living Rainbow
Advances in H20
• Link to ocean in the human
body………
• Make it personal tap into
emotion

amritha.[1] Tirta Empul
means Holy Spring in
Balinese.

The Secret Intelligence of Water
Science, Art & Consciousness
Veda Austin
She believes that water is fluid
intelligence, observing itself
through every living organism on
the planet and in the Universe.
Placing an image under a glass
petri dish and then freezing it, the
result is the image occurring in the
frozen water suggesting a
resonance or vibrational induced
information exchange or
embedded effect.
https://www.vedaaustin.com

AMEA Opportunities
• Unique geographic and cultural perspectives from ASIA
• Opportunity to lead wholistic perspective development of Ocean
Literacy meanings and actions…linking water-aquatic-marine-ocean
• Water Consciousness
• Build AMEA agenda for next UN Ocean Conference
• Address the statements in the Lisbon declaration
• restoring harmony with nature
• Recognize the important role of indigenous, traditional and local knowledge
• Ensure that people, especially children and youth, are empowered with
relevant knowledge and skills that enable them to understand the
importance of and the need to contribute to the health of the ocean,
including in decision-making, through promoting and supporting quality
education and life-long learning for ocean literacy

Part 2: Systems Science and
Management Cybernetics and
Ocean Literacy
A complexity approach to sustainability, transdisciplarity and system change
Earth and ocean as system, Earth Systems Science and Living Systems theory.
Wholistic approach and GAIA

Global Evolutionary Complex Systems Change.
Use systems approaches to evaluate progress towards
Ocean Literacy so far and to guide future action
• Systems Sciences and
Cybernetics
• Systems Thinking
• Metasystems Design
• Systems Literacy
• Complexity Approach to
Sustainability
• Guided evolutionary design
• Learning system design
• Living systems theory
• Systems Dynamics
• Systems Modeling

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Systems Process Theory
Stratified Systems Theory
Hierarchy Theory
Pattern Literacy
Pattern Language
Evolutionary change
Network literacy
Data literacy and big data
Viable System Model
Transdisciplinary approaches
Ecosystems Management
ETC and more!!!
www.isss.org

Wholistic approach to include all sectors to achieve
Ocean Literate Society.
To achieve sustainable ocean all sectors need to be
informed and involved.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business – Blue Economy
Governance
Not for profits
Academia/Universities
Schools
Civil Society
Citizen/community science
Policy makers
Indigenous
Religious
Families - Neighborhoods

• Oceans Conference 2022
https://hamptonroads22.oceans
conference.org/
• Marine Technology Society
https://www.mtsociety.org/
• Ocean Sciences Meeting
https://www.aslo.org/osm2022/
• UN Ocean Conference
https://www.un.org/en/confere
nces/ocean2022

Complexity Approach to Sustainability
for organizations, ecosystems and
human systems of all sizes and levels
•
•
•
•

Viable System Model by Stafford Beer
To achieve balance and harmony
Recursive Analysis and/or Design
5 subsystems
5. Identity, Vision, Values, Policy
4. Future adaption and environment
connections
3. Management of resources, 3*audit
2. Coordination of competing interests
1. Operations

• Relations between
• Environment
• Management
• Operations

Evolutionary Design for Ocean Literacy
Learning – Spiral of increasing experience
and capability
• Bela H Banathy PhD.
• Why do we need design?
• What is evolutionary ocean
literacy system design?
• How does design work?
• Who should be the designers?
• When should we design?
• What value will be added?
• How should we design?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/B%C3%A9la_H._B%C3%A1n%C3%A1thy

Natures Enduring Patterns as a Path to
Systems Literacy
• Ocean Literacy https://www.oceanliteracy.net
• Climate Literacy
https://www.climate.gov/teaching/climate
• Atmospheric Science Literacy
https://scied.ucar.edu/atmospheric-science-literacy-framework
• Earth Science Literacy
http://earthscienceliteracy.org/
• Network Literacy
https://sites.google.com/a/binghamton.edu/netscied/teachinglearning/network-concepts
• Systems Process theory
https://lentroncale.com/systems-theory/systems-research/
• Systems Literacy
https://www.systemsliteracy.org
• Earth Systems Literacy ???
ISSS Annual Conference 2019 https://www.isss.org/corvallis-2019-systems-literacy-videos/
https://www.isss.org/corvallis-2019-alt-yearbook/

Natures Enduring Patterns as a Path to
Systems Literacy

ISSS Annual Conference 2019
https://www.isss.org/corvallis-2019-alt-yearbook/

AMEA this week and to 2030
Help build/lead evolutionary digitally based Ocean Literacy learning system
Asia Seas Literacy
Highlight some of this conference sessions

Help build/lead evolutionary digital Ocean
Literacy online learning system for Asia and
beyond
• Build on digital social so far Facebook
and Messenger and Video
• Recruit more volunteers for social
media, Instagram, Tik Tok, etc
• More video participation
• Curate presentations, resources,
lesson plans etc
• Use software like Team Brain, Mindjet

• Link to Lisbon declaration
• CoExplore Metaverse 360 video
creation and 3D environments

Develop ASIA Seas
Literacies
• Next Generation Ocean Literacy Integration of East and West
thinking/philosophy/action
• Model of Mediterranean Sea Literacy

• Adapted from original USA guide
• Now in English, Croatian, Italian, Greek

• Used already for Bay of Bengal Literacy
• System Boundaries for “ASIA”
• ASIA Seas, Bays, Rivers, Aquatic
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

South China Sea
Andaman Sea
Philippine Sea
Erythraean Sea
Levantine Sea
Laccadive Sea
Persian Gulf
Arabian Sea
Others – Bays,
Aquatic - example Great Lakes Literacy in USA Fresh
water

Asia Seas Literacy Guide(s)
• Next Generation Ocean Literacy - Integration of East and West
thinking/philosophy/action
• Create one or more guides for the different Asia regional seas
• Use Great Lakes Literacy and Mediterranean Sea Literacy as models
• Individuals volunteer and meet regularly on Zoom or equivalent
• Translate into related languages
• No one owns and everyone owns

2022 AMEA conference: Directions of
marine education to build ocean literate
society
• Session 1 “Marine Education in Formal Setting”
• Session 2 “Marine Education in Informal Setting”
• Session 3“International Youth Forum”
• Session 4 “Metaverse presentation”
• Panel “What’s new? Marine Education under pandemic situation”
• Keynote “Plastics gone to sea and our future”
• Keynote “Immersive technology for marine education: Potentials
and challenges”
• Field Trip

AMEA Ideas & Opportunities. Now to 2030.
Suggestions in my role as AMEA Board
advisor…..
• Unique geographic and cultural perspectives from ASIA to inform Global
Ocean Literacy movement
• Opportunity to lead wholistic perspective development of Ocean Literacy
meanings and actions…linking water-aquatic-marine-ocean
• Water Consciousness – Harmony with Nature
• Build AMEA contributions for next UN Ocean Conference
• Contribute actions in response to the statements in the Lisbon declaration
from AMEA perspective
• Capacity development in systems approaches for evolutionary change
• ASIA Ocean Literacy Dialogues
• ASIA Seas Literacy
• Digital Ocean Literacy – Knowledge management
• Build Metaverse Ocean Literacy environment
• NOW build AMEA network here (if there is time) turn to person sitting next
to you and introduce yourself, what ASIA Sea are you influenced by or
connected to? Can you work on an ASIA Sea Literacy Guide? See Liberating
Structures https://www.liberatingstructures.com/
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